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ABSTRACT
It is shown that between one-turn pushdown automata (1—turn PDAs) and determinis—
tic finite automata (DFAS) there will be savings concerning the size of description not
bounded by any recursive function, so—called non-recursive trade-offs. Considering the
number of turns of the stack height as a consumable resource of PDAs, the existence
of non—recursive trade—offs between PDAS performing k + 1 turns and k turns for k: ξ 1
is proven. Furthermore, non-recursive trade—offs are shown between arbitrary PDAs
and PDAS which perform only a finite number of turns. In the second part, k—turn
deterministic PDAs (kt—turn DPDAS) are considered. The trade—offs between nondeter—
ministic and deterministic k—turn PDAS are still non—recursive Whereas it is an open
question whether the trade-offs between DPDAS performing k+ 1 turns and k turns for
k: 2 1 is recursive. If the trade—offs are recursive, then a doubly exponential function
serves as a lower bound.
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1. Introduction

Descriptional complexity is a field of theoretical computer science where one main
question is: How succinctly can a model represent a formal language in comparison
with other models? Basic and early results are from Meyer and Fischer [14] from
1971. They investigated regular languages and showed that there are languages being
recognized by a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) with n states whereas every
deterministic finite automaton (ΠΡΑ) recognizing these languages will need 2" states.
Beyond this trade-off bounded by an exponential function, Meyer and Fischer proved
that between context—free grammars and DFAs there exists a trade-off which is not
bounded by any recursive function, a so—called non—recursive trade-off. Additional
non-recursive trade-offs are known to exist between pushdown automata (PDAS) and
deterministic PDAs (DPDAs), between unambiguous PDAs (UPDAS) and DPDAs,
between PDAs and UPDAS and many other models. Recursive trade—offs bounded by
an exponential function are also known, e. g., between unambiguous finite automata
1Full version of a submission presented at the 7th Workshop on Descriptional Complexity of

Formal Systems (Como, Italy, June 30 … July 2, 2005).


